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California Inland Region
Event Calendar — http://cai.pca.org

See event flyer in this issue

or visit the web site 

December
1
CAI Breakfast Meeting @ 9:30 Greenhouse Café
1
CAI Holiday Party - POC: Alice Rivera
 page 7
1-2
SDR Zone 8 Time Trial @ Buttonwillow

November
3
CAI Breakfast Meeting @ 9:30 Greenhouse Café
3
CAI Board Meeting after the breakfast meeting
3-4
Rennsport Reunion
9-11
AZR Phoenix Flight 30; 9th, Welcome Party; 10th,
Zone 8 Concours; 11th, Zone 8 Autocross
 page 6
10
AZR Zone 8 Concours (Phoenix Flight)
10
CAI Breakfast Meeting in Santa Clarita @ 9:30
Mimi’s Café
10
CAI Nethercutt Collection Tour (after breakfast
meeting at Mimi’s Café)
10
Zone 8 President's Meeting
11
AZR Zone 8 Autocross (Phoenix Flight)
17
OCR/GPX Zone 8 Rally

January 2008
5
CAI Breakfast Meeting @ 9:30 Greenhouse Café
5
CAI Board meeting after the breakfast meeting.
12
CAI Breakfast Meeting in Santa Clarita @ 9:30
Mimi’s Café
19
Zone 8 President's Meeting and Awards Banquet

If you have any ideas or suggestions contact Mary Ann Paré at 661.256.3486 or rmapare@yahoo.com.
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Bumper Smiles
By David Witteried — Editor
As usual at the end of
the year the event
calendar begins to
empty out. This
means that it is time
to get ready for the
annual California
Inland Holiday Party. An invitation to
this party has been sent to everybody as
well as being included in this issue of
the newsletter. If you would like to
volunteer to help contact Alice Rivera
at 661.772.0379.
There are no Board Meeting minutes this month as there was no Board
Meeting due to conflicting events and
member schedules last month.
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I understand that the Region is still
seeking a candidate for Vice President.
Jim Gude has spoken to several prospective candidates but so far no one
has accepted the invitation to join the
club board of directors. I am hoping
that a qualified member will step forward and give something back to the
club. Remember... this is YOUR club!
In this month’s newsletter I wrote
the event report for the Ventura German Auto Fest because I forgot to approach any of the other attendees to
write it. I really don’t like doing this for
two reasons: first, I have to write this
column; and secondly, the newsletter is
more fun to read when other members
create the content! So… aside from the

$5 event fee that we charge for an
event, don’t be surprised if I give you a
homework assignment to write a short
article about an event from your point
of view. I know some of you are shy,
but your responsibility as a member of
any club is to contribute to the common
goals of the group; not to just be a
“consumer” of the club’s activities, i.e.
give something back to the group! Another reason to contribute is that it’s
fun to see yourself in print. So come on
and join the fun!
What a busy month October was!
This is the first time that I have been in
three autocrosses within a seven day
period. First I was at the California
(Continued on page 8)
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Highways, Byways &
Tracks
By Jim Gude— President
Happenings: The
Santa Clarita breakfast
and the tour to the
Ventura Show were
fabulous with good
turnouts for both
events. Eggs & Things
had good food but parking difficulties,
and the fact that they do not take reservations lead to a decision to move back
to Mimi’s for the next Santa Clarita
Breakfast in November.
The Ventura Show was a huge
celebration of all things Porsche. Two
large buildings filled with Porsche related displays and hundreds of Porsches, this was my first Ventura Show
and I don’t plan on missing another.
The Holiday Party is coming up
(don’t forget to get your reservations
in) which will pretty well cap the year
for CAI Region.
I will be attending the Zone 8
President’s Meeting on the day of the
next Santa Clarita breakfast; it is to be
followed by an after breakfast tour of
the Nethercutt Collection (wish I could
be there!). At the President’s meeting
we will be selecting a new Zone 8 Rep,
setting the Zone 8 calendar, and approving Zone 8 rule changes for 2008.
Random Racing Thoughts: This
weekend I watched The Penske Porsches win the P2 Championship in the
ALMS; too bad that Ferrari won GP2
but I must say that they did earn it!
This weekend I also watched Kimi
Räikkönen beat the odds and clinch the
2007 Formula 1 championship by winning the Brazilian Grand Prix. My favorite, Lewis Hamilton made a few
mistakes and suffered a mechanical
problem that resulted in him coming in
seventh in the race, and second in the
world championship.
I often wonder why Formula 1 has
never caught on in America. Road Racing has always taken a back seat in
America as well. NASCAR is the most
popular racing format in America but I
have not been enthused by it since they

http://cai.pca.org

required restrictor plates back in the
‘70s. The kick was gone when NASCAR artificially equalized the cars so
that the Plymouth and Dodge hemi’s
wouldn’t run away from the field. Indy
is worth a watch but I really prefer
races that turn both left and right and so
I find the ALMS and Speed GT series
more interesting.
As a spectator I think I would like
to see a major road racing series where
the cars are essentially stock. I like it
where some cars are superior and more
competitive based on design, not where
cars are artificially made equal. Spec
car racing is popular and the cars are
born equal, not artificially made so,
which appeals to me as a more honest
approach to testing driver against
driver. The PCA supports a 944 spec
class and may have a Boxster spec
class in the near future. I also enjoy a
good autocross were cars like I can
own and drive compete with each other
in a venue that even I can participate in.
Of course our PCA autocrosses are
excellent! That leaves drag racing
which is fun to do, but not to watch.

Used Porsche’s, the Good, the
Bad and the Ugly: At the Timeline, a
group of us were in a discussion about
buying used Porsches. I was asked
which Porsches are good and which are
bad. I said that there are no bad Porsches but there are some which are
more desirable than others. This
brought about an interesting discussion
concerning plugged secondary air injection systems on 993s, burned valves
and case stud failure in 2.7 liter 911s,
dual mass flywheel problems in certain
early 90’s 911s, electrical and clutch
problems in early 928s, timing belts in
944s, 928 rear main seal leaks, porous
crankcases in early Boxsters and 996s,
and so on. All good points to consider
but are these bad cars? I think for older
Porsches (over 15 years old) the condition of the individual car is more important than it being one of models that
is considered to be more trouble free.
After 15 years, many of the problems
have been worked out or simply never
affected the car. A poorly maintained
car will give you trouble no matter
(Continued on page 8)

The Santa Clarita Valley breakfast meeting was well attended with members from both valleys getting to know one another. Photo by David Witteried.
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The Ventura Show
By David Witteried
Photos by David Witteried and Mike Inman

A hotrodded 356 with a 3.6L turbo engine.
Can you say power to weight ratio!

I got up early Saturday morning to head
for Palmdale, then Santa Clarita for the
bi-monthly breakfast meeting and drive
to the Ventura Show. The stop in Palmdale was to pick up Mike Forest who
can’t drive due to a shoulder injury and
to transport a bumper for his 914 that
he wanted to get repaired and rechromed. We used the San Francisquito
road for the trip up, which was not
nearly as much fun in my truck as it is
in my Porsche, and arrived in Santa
Clarita with enough time to locate the
restaurant where we found Jim Gude
already waiting.
After a short while we saw several
Porsches drive by, but nobody came
into the restaurant… strange, was anybody coming? It turned out that all of
the members had parked in an area we
couldn’t see from the front door of the
restaurant, and they were talking and
waiting for someone who knew what
was going on to lead the way! Eventually the confusion was resolved and we
got together on the patio dining area for
what developed to be a well attended
meeting. The food was great, but due to
parking and no area for large groups we
will switch back to Mimi’s for the next
meeting.
After breakfast we regrouped and
headed out of town for Ventura to
make our way to the Auto Fest. The
drive to Ventura was uneventful and
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we arrived at the show right around
lunch time. Since Mike and I were in
my F-150 we had to park in the general
parking area outside the venue. A short
walk took us to the exhibition area
where we spotted John Crnkovich who
had entered his white Boxster in the
wash and shine concours. While he
didn’t win his class he enjoyed showing his well prepared Porsche to the
public.
The show, as usual, had many activities to keep you busy. There were
technical sessions with famous Porsche
personalities, a literature and collectable swap meet, cars for sale, vendors
displaying their wares, enthusiasts of
all stripes, and of course the Porsches
on display in the concours and parking
areas. On Sunday there was also a swap
meet in the parking lot which I understand is always well attended with sellers and buyers.
Every year the show has a featured
Porsche and this year it was Turbos of
any type. The featured Porsches are
parked on the fairgrounds Main Street
which is lined with California’s signa-

A line of classic 356’s.

ture palm trees. This year there was a
startling array of Porsches lining the
street. There were race cars, modified
356’s, 911’s, 944’s, RUF modified
Porsches, and many others. My favorite
was a heavily modified 356 with a huge
911 turbo motor dressed out with lots
of chrome in the engine compartment. I
would love to see this at a California
hot rod show or drag race! There were
also a couple of other 356’s with more
radical body work, chopped roof etc.,
on display which I had never seen before. Very cool!
After wandering through the display area I made my way indoors and
visited with the vendors which have
many restorations and customization
(Continued on page 5)

We filled a long table with hungry members.
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John Crnkovich entered his white Boxster
in the concours.

products on display. I visited with one
of my favorites, Elephant Racing, to
see what kind of new things he had
developed in the last year. As usual he
had some new interesting parts to make
your Porsche handle even better. Fortunately for my wallet I already had most
of the doodads that fit on my Porsche. I
then visited Adams Polishes and spent
some money on a detailing kit, then
Performance Products to get some parts
with a nice show discount. My wife
would have been proud of me! I only
spent a few hundred dollars instead of a
few thousand like I’ve done before (is
there a 12-step program for the Porsche
bug?).

Toon Town 356 - pretty neat.

After the show about 20 members
got together at the Hungry Hunter restaurant for a dinner which Mark Charus
had organized. As usual, the food and
camaraderie were great! We spent several hours eating and talking about
what we had seen or bought at the
show. It was also an opportunity to
meet and get to know some of the
newer members who attended one of
our club events for the first time. After
dinner we parted on our separate ways
with some staying in Ventura for the
Sunday swap meet, and others driving
straight home. What a great day!

http://cai.pca.org
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Detailing – Mother’s AllWheel Cleaner
Story & photos by Michael Harley, Der Auspuff, Santa Barbara Region
Most of us take our “daily drivers” to
the car wash and watch as commercial
machines blast them with recycled water and harsh chemicals. Our beloved
Porsches, however, are much more
likely to get gently hand-washed by
their caring owner. Washing a car when
the weather is pleasant is quite relaxing
and enjoyable – until you have to clean
the wheels. Some of us are lucky, we
have simple five-spoke aluminum
wheels that take mere seconds to wipe
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with a soaked sponge. Some of us, on
the other hand, have those multi-spoke
three-piece beauties that each take an
afternoon (and a layer of skin) to clean.
In any case, your trustworthy detailing
guru has stumbled upon a product that
will make all of us smile when it comes
time to removing stubborn brake residue from our wheels!
Brake dust is a very fine powered
residue created by the mechanical action of the brake pad against the rotor.

Modern brake pad
material is a mixture
of many things carbon fibers, metal
filings, and adhesives. The solid pad
compound is forced
against the spinning
iron rotor to mechanically slow the vehicle (using oldfashioned friction). During the braking
process, the pad is sacrificed as it wears
on the spinning rotor – all the while
small bits of pad material, and microscopic pieces of rotor, are thrown
against the wheel. Over days of driving
and brake use, the deposited aptlynamed “brake dust” builds into a dirty
gray layer covering the wheels.
If the dulling look of brake dust
wasn’t bad enough - it is also acidic.
The adhesive residue, now on the
wheels, becomes acidic when mixed
with water. Acids eat through the clear
coat protecting the alloy, and bits of
iron rust corrode onto the now exposed
wheel – not a good thing.
For many years, aftermarket suppliers have been trying to rid us of the
need to clean wheels. New pad compounds were introduced with harder
compounds, with the intent of reducing
deposits. Others, such as Kleen
Wheels, invented shields to keep the
brake dust on the inside of the wheel
(the SBA PCA Detailing Guru doesn’t
recommend Kleen Wheels as they prevent air from cooling the rotors – there
is no reason they should ever be on a
high performance Porsche).
Chemical manufacturers also
jumped into the game. Formulating the
right chemical was a trade-off. Too
mild and the wheels won’t come clean.
To harsh, and you do more damage
than good. (Hydrofluoric acid - the
same stuff used to etch glass - was
found to clean wheels nearly spotless.
Unfortunately, that same cleaning
power also damaged wheel finishes!)
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Formulated to be safe for all wheel
finishes, the Mother’s line of detailing
products includes “Wheel Mist – All
Wheel Cleaner” (the Mother’s product
contains diluted oxalic acid). It is a
spray on, spray off variety (no scrubbing required) – we like the simplicity
of that – so we tried it.
Our test “subject” was a 1986 Porsche 911 with very-traditional factory
one-piece Fuchs wheels. Forged in aluminum and painted, the stock Porsche
brake pads get the wheels quite dirty
after just a few drives. In the past, the
Fuchs were washed by hand every
month or so – usually with a 50/50
mixture of Simple Green and water
applied by sponge. It was a time consuming process, but it has paid off as
the wheels still look great after more
than 135,000 miles.
Sold in a convenient spray bottle,
Mother’s All-Wheel Cleaner is a “no
touch” wheel cleaner – in theory you
squirt it on, and spray it – and all the
brake dust - off with a garden hose.
According to the directions, it is applied to cool, dry wheels (if the wheels
are warm, the product will dry on the
wheel). It is sprayed on liberally, let to
“foam” for a few minutes, and then
rinsed with a strong spray of water. To
try it out, we worked one side at a time
and sprayed some on the left front and
then left rear wheel. It was windy, and
some of the overspray went into our
faces – it’s obviously not meant to be
ingested as it tasted pretty caustic (hold
(Continued on page 8)

http://cai.pca.org
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A 911 throwing up a spray of water as it
was raced in the rain.

Membership
News
By Austin Wicks — Membership

Bumper Smiles (Continued from page 2)

Challenge Autocross on Sunday (more
about that next month), then on Monday morning it was off to the Streets of
Willow for a Grand Prix Region autocross, then the following Saturday I
was at Qualcomm Stadium in San
Diego for another autocross… no wonder I didn’t get any work done on the
newsletter last week, I was exhausted!
All three events were a blast with
plenty of track time at all three venues,
even San Diego.
The San Diego event started with a
rainy morning which almost canceled
the event. Fortunately they decided to
go ahead and run in the rain and see
how the day’s weather would develop.
This was the first time I have ever
raced on a wet course so I was interested in seeing how my Porsche would
Mother’s (Continued from page 7)

your breath while spraying if it
is windy).
You can watch the cleaner “work”
on the wheels. However, it wasn’t following its own directions. Ours didn’t
“foam” – rather it flowed into a tiny
river of muddy brake dust as it trickled
down the wheel. After a couple minutes, we pulled the garden hose around
to blast it off with a “fireman” spray
nozzle, a simple process than can be
done from about three feet away. As
promised, the wheels came clean! It
was nothing short of a miracle.
Closer inspection revealed that it
did indeed work as advertised. Unlike
some other “miraculous” wheel cleaners that necessitate a sponge and elbow
grease, Mother’s All Wheel Cleaner
made the wheels nearly spotless with-
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do in this new environment. Well it
turned out that my 911 is pretty well
behaved in the wet, demonstrating a
propensity to under-steer (i.e. push) in
the turns which surprised me as I was
really expecting lots of over-steering
(tail wagging)! I did manage to spin
once due to too much speed into a decreasing radius turn which was totally
my fault, brakes too late and I should
have shifted back to the throttle a little
sooner (this was an interesting turn).
Everybody had a great time even
though there were no official times at
the end of the day. And since many
people didn’t show up, we had time for
an extra session after the official runs
were over… a first for the usually very
busy San Diego Region autocross!
See you on the road!

out requiring us to bend over!
Needless to say, it took no more
than another couple moments to finish
the other two wheels, and most of that
time was spent waiting for the cleaner
to work.

Anniversaries:
Years
• Jeff & Ann Moyes
17
• Mark & Ann Drexler
6
• John & Kathy Quick
5
• Steve & David Bustamente
4
• Tony & Rebecca Arnold
2
• Sean Crouse
2
• Roy Jensen
2
• Gayle & Per Pedersen
2
• David & Johanne Vied
2
Welcome New Members:
• Peter & Arlene Hollero
• Guy Merrick
Highways, Byways & Tracks
(Continued from page 3)

what the model. All things being equal
I would of course go with the model
with the better reputation.
My own biggest fear is having, but
not being able to fix, a car that cannot
be smogged. As cars get older the
dealer is less and less familiar and helpful with such issues. I think that bringing something like my 20 year old
944S to a Porsche dealer for that or any
other reason is at best to be an expensive and very iffy proposition. I think if
that were to happen, an investment in
the appropriate code reader and fixing
it myself is a better way to go. If you
want to know more about buying a
used Porsche, I suggest Excellence
Magazine (http://www.excellencemag.com/) which has a market update
on different Porsche model in each
issue. The Porsche Market Letter
(http://www.pmletter.com/) is also an
excellent source.
Thanks for Reading!

Spray

Rinse

Done!
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Zone 8 Staff
Zone 8 Representative
Beverly Giffin-Frohm
760.727.6068
bevfrohm@yahoo.com
Autocross Chair
Michael Dolphin
626.798.2312
carrera3@msn.com
Concours Co-Chairs
Linda Cobarrubias
310.453.9602
MS993@aol.com
Doc Pryor
818.402.6264
lpryor9@aol.com
Club Racing Coordinator
Vince Knauf
619.287.4334
vvvince@aol.com
Rally Chair
Tom Gould
tcg@aol.com
Rules Chairman
Tom Brown
760.942.2706
tb911@adelphia.net
Region Coordinator
Gary Peterson
858.535.1800
gary.peterson@hrh.com
Time Trail Chair
Paul Young
619.449.1768
pdyoung@cox.net
Web Master
Tom Brown
760.942.2706
webmaster@zone8.org
Treasurer
Linda Cobarrubias
310.453.9602
MS993@aol.com

http://cai.pca.org

Commercial Ads

For Sale…

Size

Colgan bra, was custom ordered from
factory for 1999 911 996 without license plate cut-out and “fenders covered" variant. Will also fit similar
Boxster front end. Brand new, never
used. Color: Black. $75 Mike Inman
661.753.9118.

Month Qtr.

Annual

Full-Page

$110

$320

$1,512

Half Page

$57

$166

$597

Qtr. Page

$25

$73

$262

Bus. Card

$10

$29

$105

Key
Position*

$190

$553

$1,990

* Key Positions.: Inside cover front
or back, bottom ½ of back cover.

Ad includes a banner ad & link from
our web site at www.pca.org/cai.
Deadline for submitting new ads or for
making changes to existing ads is the
first of the month preceding the month
of publication.
We reserve the right to refuse to print
any ad deemed inappropriate.
Send ads to:
David Witteried
9900 Susan Avenue
California City, CA 93505
witteried@charter.net

Classified Ads
No charge to PCA members.
Ads will be left for a reasonable
amount of time. However, please let us
know when the item has been sold.
Non-member ads:
$25.00 for each 25 words (per issue).
No extra charge to include photo.

924 Porsche Turbo wheels manufactured only one year) and very rare.
Complete set 6 X 15 in good used condition $600. Pictures available, Gary
650-968-8708
Fuchs wheels (2) 7X15 and (2) 8X15
$900 for set, all straight. Pictures available, Gary 650-968-8708
Dunlop Tires (4) 205/255 ZR16 –
Sport Maxx, New $250 for set. Pictures
available, Gary 650-968-8708
944 Turbo Rear Spoiler (86 thru. 89)
Used good condition $400, pictures
available Gary 650-968-8708
Porsche 944 Bumper Shocks – Used
in good condition. $20.00 each. Gary
650-968-8708
Porsche 944 Steering Wheel with
Airbag. Used - 4 spoke with Blue
leather very good condition $200. Picture available, Gary 650-968-8708
96 Porsche 911 Coupe. Arena red with
grey leather interior. 96k miles, 18"
turbo twist hollow spoke rims with
new Pirelli's, new brakes and rotors,
litronic headlight upgrade, Alpine CD
satellite radio, strong running, garaged,
will eventually be needing a valve job,
(using about a quart of oil every 6
weeks) pictures available. Priced to sell
$29,500 firm. Brian 818.381.6821.

Ads are automatically included on our
region web site.
We reserve the right to edit or refuse to
print any ad.
Send ads to (e-mail preferred):
David Witteried
9900 Susan Avenue
California City, CA 93505
witteried@charter.net
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Our Next Event...
November 3rd
Breakfast Meeting
9:30 a.m. at the Greenhouse Café
in Lancaster.

November 10th
Breakfast Meeting
Mimi’s Café in Valencia (24201
Magic Mountain Parkway) at 9:30.

After Breakfast Tour
Tour to Nethercutt Collection after
breakfast at Mimi’s Café (see pg. 3).

